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Abstract

Introduction: Nurses should be committed to undertake continuing professional development (CPD) courses to advance nursing practice and guarantee lifelong learning. Online CPD programs may allow nurses to fulfil the demand for specialty competency.

Aim: This study focuses on utilising online (CPD) activities to develop cardiac nurses’ ability to perform advanced clinical skills.

Method: The study was conducted in one of the largest accredited teaching hospitals in South Australia. The department is staffed by a specialised multi-professional team, some of whom have completed specialised cardiac post-graduation diploma courses in order to meet the complex needs of cardiac patients. To keep the team abreast of the latest developments in practice, the in-service education department at local study setting runs several CPD programs for the cardiology department via varied learning modes, such as online CPD programs, classroom learning and bedside-based learning. The nursing team maintains advanced clinical skills through online CPD, orientation programs, and in-service classroom-based courses. Regarding online CPD courses, electrocardiography interpretation and underwater sealing draining management courses are mandatory courses which all registered nurses must complete while working in medical or surgical cardiac wards.

Results: The interview process was conducted in five stages: 1. Determining the type of the interview where in such types of qualitative studies the researcher should focus on the fundamental question of the phenomenological inquiry throughout the unstructured, in-depth interview process. 2. Making initial contact where the researcher established a rapport with the participant and prepared them mentally by giving them the participant information sheet. 3. Context of the interview where interviews be conducted in a quiet room in the School of Nursing in order to maintain participant privacy and anonymity, participants requested to conduct the interviews in their work setting. Nonetheless, the researcher ensured that participant privacy and anonymity was upheld. 4. Selecting the lived experience where Each participant was interviewed once. Interview duration was 15 to 30 minutes. The interviews started with a grand tour question. Grand tour questions are very broad questions asked by the interviewer at the early stage of an interview to obtain a description of the event or experience. 5. All interviews were concluded by thanking the participant and offering them the choice to have a copy of their interview transcript to verify what they had said. The researcher wrote an interview summary after listening to the interviews on the same day. The summary was prepared to help the researcher evaluate the amount of data gathered and identify whether the point of data saturation was reached. In addition, writing the summary helped the researcher reflect on the interview and gain an understanding of the participant experience.

Conclusion: This study explained the process of data collection, describing the setting, nature of participants and process of data collection using phenomenological interview. As the human experience is complex, gathering in-depth data should be systematic to ensure that the researcher has obtained the most sufficient data to explore the essence of the experience.
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**Introduction**

Any health system depends on its daily basis upon the staff that carry the health care towards our patients. Health system empowers its people to deliver the care they wish to establish. Nurses are the corner of the health care system worldwide. Hence, preparation of a manual of professional ethics, development of a career structure for nurses, setting standards of nursing education; nursing practice, and issuing guidelines for registration and licensing would further enhance the population health perspectives [1-4].

The specialised clinical environment is very challenging and complex for medical staff. Those working in such an environment need to constantly update their knowledge and skills in order to be proficient in their speciality. It is known that nurses should be committed to undertake continuing professional development (CPD) courses to advance nursing practice and guarantee lifelong learning [5-7]. Online CPD programs may allow nurses to fulfil the demand for specialty competency [8]. Various adult learner needs, and preferred learning style are a concern for clinical educators and online CPD could provide knowledge acquisition to enable nurses to achieve a proficient level of competency to work in a specialised clinical setting [9]. Nurse experience using online CPD provides an insight regarding this method of learning.

Cardiology nursing is one of the most challenging nursing specialties. The complex needs of cardiac patients, increasing acuity of care and rapid evolution in medical, surgical and interventional cardiology imposes high demands on this branch of nursing [10]. Furthermore, the nature of the specialty drives the nurses’ role to expand to deliver efficient, quality and cost-effective care. In other words, nurses are required to possess the competencies that aid them in providing rationalised, appropriate and effective interventions [10]. Riley, Brodie [11] emphasised that cardiac nurses should have the knowledge and skills to guide them not to only detect abnormalities, but also to diagnose and manage patients independently. Nurses should develop knowledge and skills pertaining to the varied and complex needs of their patients.

In the cardiac nursing context, there are three levels of clinical skills: core clinical skills, advanced clinical skills and specialised clinical skills [12]. Core clinical skills include basic, general nursing care; these skills are gained from undergraduate nursing education. Advanced clinical skills are those required to care for unstable patients who demand a high acuity of care. Specialised clinical skills require nurses to assess and manage complex patient needs and assist in interventional procedures [12]. Riley, Brodie [11] note that nurses need a post-registration education to attain specialist skills, whereas advanced clinical skills can be achieved via varied learning modes, such as in-service education activities, continuing professional development and orientation programmes.

This study focuses on utilising online (CPD) activities to develop cardiac nurses’ ability to perform advanced clinical skills. To define advanced clinical skills referred to in this study, the researcher used Christensen [13] advancing nursing practice definition. Christensen integrated Benner’s clinical competency model and Rolfe’s knowledge typology theory to describe advancing nursing practice. According to Christensen [13] advancing nursing practice is professional development process of knowledge and skills acquisition to reach to proficiency in clinical practice. Further illustration of advancing nursing practice is presented in the literature review section. There is an increasing amount of evidence supporting the notion that the more advanced knowledge and skills a nurse has pertaining to his or her area of speciality, the better his or her patients’ outcomes [14]. The researcher studied the lived experiences of cardiac nurses working to advance their practice using online (CPD) activities to yield deep insight into the effectiveness of this learning mode [15-17].

The hermeneutic phenomenological perspective influenced the interview process by using a systematic approach to the phenomenological interview. This manuscript provides a description of the study setting and study sample. Also, this study explains the process of gathering rich, in-depth data using one to one unstructured interview.

**Methods:**

Phenomenology hermeneutic is the philosophical framework that guided this study. This relativist ontological, emic epistemological approach was used to achieve in-depth understanding of the nurse experience of learning using an online CPD program as a tool to advance their practice. This methodology uncovers the lived experience to reveal meanings embedded within the lived experience and uses an interpretive process to increase understanding of these meanings. Therefore, data gathering techniques in this study focused on gaining deep information by exploring the nurse experience.

**Study setting**

The study was conducted in one of the largest accredited teaching hospitals in South Australia. This hospital provides many cardiac services for patients from South Australia, the Northern Territory, and South East Asia who are referred from the AUS-health services. The cardiology department is divided into two main units: the cardiology unit which provides medical and interventional cardiac services and the cardiothoracic unit which provides surgical services. The department is staffed by a specialised multi-professional team, some of whom have completed specialised cardiac post-graduation diploma courses in order to meet the complex needs of cardiac patients. To keep the team abreast of the latest developments in practice, the in-service education department at local study setting runs several continuing professional development (CPD) programs for the cardiology department via varied learning modes, such as online CPD programs, classroom learning and bedside-based learning. The nursing team maintains advanced clinical skills through online CPD, orientation programs, and in-service classroom-based courses. Regarding online CPD courses, electrocardiography interpretation and underwater sealing draining management courses are mandatory courses which all registered nurses must complete while working in medical or surgical cardiac wards.

**Population**

Purpose sampling was used to select participants because the researcher aimed to recruit nurses able to reflect on the experience of advancing their skills in the specialised area of cardiology. According to Schneider, Whitehead [18], purposive sampling is appropriate when the researcher wants to collect rich, in-depth information from participants who have special knowledge or experience that the researcher is looking.

The target sample was registered nurses without speciality qualifications with more than one year experience working in medical and surgical cardiac wards. As the aim of phenomenological study is to develop rich and deep information about the phenomena, the sample size was determined using the principle of saturation. Data saturation is repetition of discovered data and confirmation of previously collected data [19]. The aim of data saturation is to gather a large pool of rich and deep information and to ensure that all data about the phenomena under investigation has been collected, whereby the researcher can extract new themes for the phenomena [19]. The researcher reaches the point of data saturation when no further new information is obtained [20]. In this study, data saturation was achieved with five nurses.

The purposive sample was selected from an accessible population representing the specialised area of one hospital. A reason for choice of this specific hospital was that it is a tertiary hospital where most of the departments are specialised and have high patient acuity, so the researcher
was able to find the target sample. As pointed out by Fain [21], the researcher must choose an accessible population that represents the target sample.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

In phenomenological research, the participants are expected to reflect upon their experience for the intended topic. Therefore, inclusion and exclusion criteria must be carefully established [18].

**Inclusion**

The sample was comprised of registered nurses (RNs), beyond their first-year post graduation, who do not have a specialty qualification and are working in medical and surgical cardiology. This target group was included in the study because of the unique nature of work in the cardiology setting. More specifically, compared with patients in a general clinical setting, the condition of cardiac patients is more likely to change rapidly, which requires nurses with advanced knowledge and skills to make appropriate and timely decisions.

**Exclusion**

Participants excluded from the study included registered nurses who work in other departments, and ward managers and nursing supervisors of departments in the selected setting. The rationale for not including such participants is because the researcher wanted to explore the perceptions of nurses who have daily patient contact which requires them to possess a high level of competency. According to Oman, Fink [22] exclusion criteria enables the author to get the required sample and valid findings.

Newly graduated nurses with less than one-year experience was excluded because they are not required to practice specialised nursing skills in the first year after graduation. Nurses with nursing post-graduate certification in cardiology were also excluded because they already have gained competencies and skills via the post-graduation cardiology course, and their learning needs are more advanced than those of other nurses.

**Recruitment**

The researcher used a three-stage recruitment strategy. The first stage of introduction sessions was conducted to explain the objectives and significance of the research to nurses working in the medical and surgical cardiology wards. After the session, the researcher distributed a participant information sheet which explained participation procedures and listed the researcher’s contact details (see appendix 1). Also, the researcher distributed recruitment information flyer in the cardiology wards (see appendix 2). Through conducting this stage, the researcher ensured that potential participants understood the inclusion criteria of the study and were able to contact the researcher if they decided to volunteer to participate. In the second stage, the researcher contacted volunteer participants to arrange an interview day and time. In the third stage, the researcher met volunteer participants on the scheduled day of interview and provided them with a consent form to sign before each interview commenced (see appendix 3). Also, the researcher used the snowball recruitment strategy as the participation level was proven to be too low for data saturation. Snowball sampling is the use of one participant to source the next participant and is a useful strategy when there is difficulty recruiting participants [19].

**Data collection tool**

The researcher conducted an unstructured interview with each participant to explore the nurse experience with online CPD. Interviews took from 30 minutes to one hour. The rationale of choosing this tool was because the researcher was able to format discussion questions that covered all study objectives. Also, the researcher was able to ask participants to elaborate in order to clarify a point or obtain more information. According to Schneider, Whitehead [18], interviews give the researcher many privileges, such as the opportunity to gather deep, detailed information and clarify information from participants. The researcher used several tactics during the interview that added richness to collected data. Further explanation about the data collection tool is discussed in the interview process section.

**Ethical consideration**

**Ethical approval**

The researcher obtained approval from the Royal Adelaide Hospital Human Research Ethics Committee. Ethical approval was granted and given number HREC/16/RAH/168 (see appendix 4).

**Informed consent**

The researcher obtained written informed consent from participants to ensure that autonomy was maintained. The researcher is responsible to ensure that participants understand the study, including benefits, risks, and participant rights [21]. Thus, participants were provided with information sheet along with the consent form (see appendix 2&3). The participant information sheet outlined the purpose of study, procedures, risks, benefits, and participant rights. Also, it included the ethical committee approval code and the ethical committee contact number to call if they had concerns regarding the data collection process. The researcher ensured that participants read and understood the information sheet before giving written consent. According to Fain [21], informed consent is one of the procedures that can be used to protect participant rights.

**Anonymity and confidentiality**

In interview it is difficult to maintain participant privacy and confidentiality due to face to face interaction and the depth of information which may easily reflect participant identity [19]. However, the researcher in this study used the following strategies to protect participant confidentiality and anonymity. First, the researcher offered participants interview venue away from their clinical area, so their colleagues and ward manager were not aware they were being interviewed. However, participants preferred to have the interview conducted in a quiet private room in their workplace, ensuring that the room was not recognised as an interview room and they did not inform others they had been interviewed. Second, the researcher guaranteed that no one would have access to the primary source of data except the researcher. Third, the researcher respected the right of participants to withdraw from the study at any time and ensured that they were aware about this right before giving signing the consent form. Fourth, the researcher used pseudonyms on interview transcripts and transcripts were not shown to anyone other than the researcher and supervisors and they are saved in locked file so no one else can access them. Finally, the researcher numbered the interview recording tapes, so they were not carrying participant names with the list of names stored separately in a password processed file. The password was shared with research supervisors.

**Data storage**

The researcher safely stored the recorded and the transcribed interviews; this data did not contain the participants’ names. The list of participants’ names was stored in a password-protected file. The files and passwords were shared only with the research supervisors.

**Data collection**

Data collection in phenomenological hermeneutic research involves gathering of participant experiences and related reflections to explore the deep and significant meanings of their experiences [23], van Manen [23] listed several types of tools to serve the purpose of phenomenological hermeneutic research, such as interviewing and observation. Experiential
Results:

The interview process was conducted in five stages as described below.

**Step one: Determining the type of the interview**

van Manen [23] argued that in phenomenological hermeneutic research, the method does not rule the question, but the question determines the method appropriate to build up the direction which provides an understanding of a human phenomenon. Therefore, in such types of qualitative studies the researcher should focus on the fundamental question of the phenomenological inquiry throughout the unstructured, in-depth interview process.

**Step two: Making initial contact**

The researcher established direct contact with each participant prior to the interview day. By doing so, the researcher established a rapport with the participant and prepared them mentally by giving them the participant information sheet. van Manen [24] encouraged researchers to develop openness and closeness with the participant to gain their trust before conducting a phenomenological interview, especially if the interview is around their personal experience, something which is not easily disclosed by everyone.

**Step three: Context of the interview**

All interviews were conducted in a quiet room in the ward. Although it was proposed that interviews be conducted in a quiet room in the School of Nursing in order to maintain participant privacy and anonymity, participants requested to conduct the interviews in their work setting. Nonetheless, the researcher ensured that participant privacy and anonymity was upheld. In fact, van Manen [24] suggested that a phenomenological interview should be conducted in a place where the surrounding atmosphere triggers interviewees to recall their experience. Participants in this research were able to recall some examples of the cases which they cared for and applied the knowledge gained from the online CPD ECG interpretation course or the online under water sealing chest draining course.

**Step four: Selecting the lived experience**

Each participant was interviewed once. Interview duration was 15 to 30 minutes. The interviews started with a grand tour question (see appendix 5). Grand tour questions are very broad questions asked by the interviewer at the early stage of an interview to obtain a description of the event or experience [25]. This type of question gives participants freedom to express their lived experience. Furthermore, the researcher used some other interview tactics to control the interview process and focus on the aim of the interview, such as probing and rephrasing questions (see appendix 5). The researcher used direct and indirect probing to encourage participants to elaborate more on the issues they were expressing (see appendix 5). Guest [25] stated that probing involves inductive and unscripted questions based on the last response of an interviewee. The researcher also used probing to steer the conversation during the interview when participants diverted from the main topic. Probing is a key element in a successful unstructured in-depth interview because it helps one to pull more inductive thoughts from participants to promote rich and deep responses [25].

Guest [25] argued that the interviewee is the expert of their own experience and opinions, so it is important to grasp their meaning accurately. The researcher rephrased some of the thoughts and sentences that participants expressed to ensure what the researcher understood was correct. Participants tended to give examples when the researcher rephrased their words for further understanding, and this was helpful to gaining deeper information.

The researcher used two audio recorders during interview in case one failed. Recording the interview allow the researcher to fully engaged with participant descriptions of their experience. Also, the researcher was able to take memos of nonverbal expressions, words, and statements that helped during the interpretation and data analysis stages.

Guest (2013) [26] stressed maintaining consistency across the interview by using tactics to gather the optimal data required. The researcher used prepared notes during the interview in order to focus on the phenomenon in question. The prepared notes contained some keywords related to presumptions about the phenomenon. van Manen [24] encouraged researchers conducting phenomenological research to be prepared mentally for an interview and focus on the main aim of the interview and obtain concrete data about participant experiences, stories, and examples. In this study, the researcher did not allow presumptions to impact on participant thoughts and descriptions.

**Step five: Concluding the interview**

All interviews were concluded by thanking the participant and offering them the choice to have a copy of their interview transcript to verify what they had said. The researcher wrote an interview summary after listening to the interviews on the same day. The summary was prepared to help the researcher evaluate the amount of data gathered and identify whether the point of data saturation was reached. In addition, writing the summary helped the researcher reflect on the interview and gain an understanding of the participant experience.

Discussion:

The essential themes and essence of the lived experience can be grasped by textual reflection on lived experience. van Manen [23] emphasised that a phenomenological researcher should be totally engaged with textual reflection as it is the only way to approach the meaning of human experience. Also, he stressed that a researcher should be thinking of the phenomenon described in the text while approaching the intended unity of meanings, meaning structures, or themes.

The researcher conducted unstructured interviews with participants to explore their experience with online CPD. van Manen [23] emphasised that interviewing is an appropriate method for phenomenological hermeneutic research as it provides a narrative of the participant experience, thus ensuring rich and deep understanding. In fact, van Manen [23] stated that this type of interview aims to gather experiential material, such as stories, anecdotes, recollection of experiences and reflection on those experiences. In other words, data collection is a tool for gathering lived experience materials which are beyond subjective data collection tools of other qualitative research such as observation in ethnography study. In order to achieve the purpose of the interview, the researcher must be oriented to the phenomenological question of “what is the nature of the phenomenon” (i.e. the contribution of online CPD to nursing skills advancement) [23]. To further understand how phenomenological questions interplay during data collection, van Manen [23] produced six activities to be followed during data collection which are described in the following section. van Manen [24] defined method as a way or attitude that directs the researcher to understand the phenomenon.

The phenomenon of interest stemmed from the researcher’s own experience of using e-learning material as a learning approach for skills advancement. As the researcher’s background is cardiology nursing, the concern was around correlation between the use of available online CPD materials and cardiac nursing skills advancement. The researcher wondered what the experiences of other registered nurses were when they used this type of learning approach. Did they have a similar experience as...
the researcher? How did they perceive these courses in advancing their clinical skills? What meanings do such experiences add to their life in general and in professional terms, in particular? At this stage, the researcher became oriented to the phenomenon of interest and started exploring the nature of this phenomenon through others’ experiences. This means the researcher’s reflection and understanding of the experience is the foundation of a phenomenological question. van Manen [23] claimed that being oriented to the phenomenon means the essential nature of a person’s lived experience is sensed and the researcher raises phenomenological questions and concerns.

Investigating the experience as it is lived starts with gathering experiential materials, such as participant stories, experience descriptions, and experience reflections that can lead to exploration of the fundamental nature and not the conceptuality of the lived experience [23]. In this study, the researcher started with her own personal experience using the online CPD program for skills and knowledge enhancement. van Manen [23] stresses, the description of the researcher’s own personal experience gives a basic idea of the phenomenon which helps in being oriented with the main question through all stages of the research. As it is a lived experience that the researcher is investigating, experiential materials were gathered in textual, dialogical, and conversational forms.

As pointed out earlier, the researcher used unstructured, open-ended interviews to gather participant experiential accounts. More specifically, the phenomenological interview principles of van Manen [24] were applied. van Manen [24] differentiated between phenomenological and hermeneutic interviews stating that a phenomenological interview is a tool to gather experiential materials, whereas a hermeneutic interview is a tool to purely interpret data gained from a phenomenological interview, observation, or other means of data collection [24]. The reason behind not choosing the hermeneutic interview for this research is that the researcher was not expecting participants to interpret their own experiences. In fact, [24] highlighted the failure of people to accurately interpret their own experiences.

In phenomenological hermeneutic research, the purpose of transcribing an interview is to capture the participants’ own words and at the same time giving privilege to the researcher to interpret those words. The researcher should ensure that the transcription accurately reflects the reality of the experience. Errors during the interview transcribing, such as mishearing or misinterpretation of words, can change the meaning of the phrase, lead to missing some key themes, or bring up non-existent themes [27]. In this study, the researcher transcribed interviews verbatim, producing textual accounts of the participant experience from which the essential themes and meanings were extracted. Transcription was written in dialogical conversational form, presenting the interview as it had been conducted without reduction. To avoid errors and misinterpretation during transcription in this research, the researcher listened to the interview recordings three times: [1] without transcribing to grasp the full experience, [3] listening and transcribing, and [3] listening to verify the transcript. The researcher offered the participants their interview transcripts for further verification.

Though the researcher ensured that the transcription was accurate, the meaning within the text can be self-alienated after transcription [23]. In other words, to apply textual reflection, the researcher has to consider a process that transforms the text to its real meanings. The hermeneutic circle introduced by Gadamer was used to bring out the meaning embedded within the text during transcription. Text interpretation is elaborated upon further in the interpretation section.

Understanding the art of writing and rewriting is essential in phenomenological research. van Manen [23] stressed that language is the only way for textual symbolic form. As indicated earlier, phenomenological research aims to transform the lived experience into a textual expression in which the text reflects meaning. van Manen [23] stated that creating phenomenological text is part of the research process and pointed out that writing is fused with research and the text has to reflect itself. This means the process of writing is more than just a demonstration of information. Hence, during data collection in this study, the researcher was very conscious of verbal and nonverbal language used by participants.

The researcher was mindful of the phenomenological inquiry through the interview process to prevent participants from diverting from the main topic. However, some participants lost focus and started talking about their colleagues’ experiences with online CPD programmes. However, the researcher was able to bring the conversation back to the main topic by rephrasing the question and referring to their experience using some keywords the participant had mentioned about themselves. Being strongly oriented to the phenomenon helps prevent the rise of superficialities in the description of the lived experiences [23].

To balance the research context means to constantly measure the whole text against the significant part that influences the meaning of the whole textual structure [23]. To achieve balance in context during the data collection phase, the researcher implemented two strategies. First, the researcher was engaged in the study of the fundamental phenomenological question through the interview process. Second, frequent dealing with audio taped interviews and transcripts, and creating summaries and memos, helped capture the experience within the context. van Manen [23], however, argued that being so immersed in phenomenological inquiry may lead the researcher to lose the perspective of the dialogical text which contains deep meanings of the phenomenon. Therefore, the researcher ensured that the balance of context was achieved by adopting a cycle that started with data collection, followed by thematic analysis and interpretation. This cycle enabled the researcher to determine whether themes extracted from interview transcripts reflected the context and phenomenon overall.

Conclusion
This study explained the process of data collection, describing the setting, nature of participants and process of data collection using phenomenological interview. As the human experience is complex, gathering in-depth data should be systematic to ensure that the researcher has obtained the most sufficient data to explore the essence of the experience.
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Appendix 1: Participants information sheet

PROJECT TITLE: The lived experiences of nurses working in cardiology services with online continuing professional development programs to advance their specialised clinical practice: A phenomenological study.

Dear Participant,
You are invited to participate in the research project described below.

What is the project about?
The research is about exploring the registered nurses experience with online continuing professional development programmes in advancing their cardiac knowledge and skills. This research will help to understand the experience of bedside registered nurses without specialised qualifications, in seeking to advance their clinical skills by undertaking online continuing professional development (CPD).

Who is undertaking the project?
This research will be undertaken by Umaima Al-Raisi as a part of Master degree programme in Nursing Science at the University of Adelaide under the supervision of:
Associate Professor Judy Magarey, Deputy Head of School (Learning and Teaching)
School of Nursing
The University of Adelaide

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Dr Philippa Rasmussen
Master of Nursing Science Program Coordinator
School of Nursing
The University of Adelaide

Why am I being invited to participate?
You are invited to participate in this research because you are registered nurse, have more than one year of experience, do not have the speciality qualification and you are working in medical or surgical cardiology.

What will I be asked to do?
You will be asked to participate in a semi structured interview and talk about your experience with online continuing professional development programs. The interview will be conducted in a private room in the school of nursing at the University of Adelaide. The interview will take approximately 30 to 60 minutes.
Each participant will be interviewed individually and it will be audio recorded. Confidentiality will be maintained; your identity will not be disclosed.

Are there any risks associated with participating in this project?

ISSN: 2641-0419
No risks have been identified for you in this research. However, you can stop the interview or withdraw from the study at any time if you feel distressed and uncomfortable while talking about your experience.

**What are the benefits of the research project?**

There is no personal benefit gained from this research. However, understanding your experience will help guide nursing leaders and educators to develop and evaluate a system that will promote online continuing professional learning among staff nurses. The finding of the study may inform and change required to the mandatory online of continuous professional activities to serve the need of the specialised settings.

**Can I withdraw from the project?**

Participation in this research is voluntary. You can withdraw at any time of the study without any consequence.

**What will happen to my information?**

The researcher will ensure that your confidentiality and anonymity is maintained through: using pseudonyms on the interview transcripts and code number on the recorded tapes. The transcripts and the list of names will be stored separately in a password processed file. The password will only be shared with the researcher’s supervisors. The data collected will only be used for the study purposes and your personal information will not be identified in the masters thesis or any other publication.

**Who do I contact if I have questions about the project?**

For further details or questions please contact:

**Primary researcher:**

Umaima Al-Raisi  
Student in Master of Nursing Science (Cardiology), the University of Adelaide.  
Mobile No (Australia): +61 450840757  
Mobile No (Oman): +968 9900911  
E-mail: umaimamahmoodabdul.alraisi@student.adelaide.edu.au

**Research Supervisors:**

Associate Professor Judy Magarey  
Office No: +61 88313 3594  
Email: judy.magarey@adelaide.edu.au

Dr Philippa Rasmussen  
Office No: +61 88222991  
Email: philippa.rasmussen@adelaide.edu.au

**What if I have a complaint or any concerns?**

The study has been approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (approval number HREC/16/RAH/168). The research will be conducted according to the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, 2007. If you have questions or problems associated with the practical aspects of your participation in the project, or wish to raise a concern or complaint about the project, and then you should consult the Principal Investigator.

If you wish to speak to someone not directly involved in the study about your rights as a volunteer, or about the conduct of the study, you may also contact the Chairperson, Research Ethics Committee, and Royal Adelaide Hospital on 8222 4139.

**If I want to participate, what do I do?**

If you fit the inclusion criteria and you wish to participate, you need to contact the primary researcher on the mentioned above contact details via a call, text message, or an email. Then you will receive a call from the researcher to schedule a day for an interview. Before starting the interview, the researcher will ask you to read the information sheet and then if you choose to participate sign a written consent. By signing the consent, you show your:  
Understanding about the consent statement.  
Willingness to be part of the research.  
Understanding about the research as described in the participant sheet.

Yours sincerely,  
Umaima Al-Raisi  
Student in Master of Nursing Science (Cardiology)  
School of Nursing  
The University of Adelaide

---

**Appendix 2: Recruitment information flyer**
Appendix 3: Consent form

Consent form

PROTOCOL NAME: The lived experiences of nurses working in cardiology services with online continuing professional development programs to advance their specialised clinical practice: A phenomenological study.

INVESTIGATORS:
This research will be undertaken by Umaima Al-Raisi as a part of Master of Nursing Science program at the University of Adelaide under the supervision of:
Assoc. Prof. Judy Magarey, RN, BNurs, MNurs (research), DNurs.
Dr Philippa Rasmussen, RN BN, Grad Cert CAMHN, Grad Dip Psychological Studies, MNurs, PhD.

Thereby, I certify that:

- I read and understood the participant information sheet, and the researcher has answered my queries and I understand the purpose, procedures and risks of the study.
- I understand that I will not financially benefit from taking part of the study.
- I understand my participation is voluntary and I can withdraw at any time.
- I understand that I may stop the interview at any time if I feel uncomfortable or I do not want to continue and any written or recorded information provided by me will not be included in the study.
- I understand that I may refuse to answer any question if I wish.
Appendix 4: Ethical Approval

Approval Date: 02 May 2016

HREC Reference number: HREC/16/RAH/168
CALHN Reference number: R20160435

Ms Umalmah Mahmood Al-Raisi
School of Nursing
UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE

Dear Ms Mahmood Al-Raisi

Project Title: The lived experiences of nurses working in cardiology services with online continuing professional development programs to advance their specialised clinical practice: a phenomenological study

Thank you for submitting the above project for ethical review. This project was considered by the Chairman of the Royal Adelaide Hospital Human Research Ethics Committee. I am pleased to advise that your protocol has been granted full ethics approval and meets the requirements of the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, incorporating all updates. The documents reviewed and approved include:

- Study protocol
- Participant Information Sheet
- Participant Consent Form
- Advertisement

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ETHICAL APPROVAL:

- Adequate record-keeping is important. If the project involves signed consent, you should retain the completed consent forms which relate to this project and a list of all those participating in the project, to enable contact with them in the future if necessary. The duration of record retention for all clinical research data is 15 years.
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Appendix 5: Sample interview questions

Objective of the study
To understand the experience of bedside registered nurses without specialised qualifications, in seeking to advance their clinical skills by undertaking online continuing professional development (CPD).

Open ended questions
As you it is explained in the participant information sheet, this study about exploring your experience with using online CPD course and it relation in advancing your clinical skills and knowledge in your working area.

- So first I would like to know which courses you were enrolled in?
- What you would like to tell me about your experience?
- How do you describe your experience using this course for example: the ECG interpretation course?
- How do you perceive your experience using the online courses for your professional development and skills enhancement?

Rephrasing participant’s words
- you said that the course is good, can you explain more what do you mean by good?
- You mentioned that mentors are important, can you elaborate more why you think they are important?
- You just said that the course is vague? How it is vague? Can you explain that?
- you mentioned that it is good to have someone to discuss with, can you tell me why?

Direct and indirect probing
Direct probing by repeating some words to encourage the participant to continue describing their experience:

- Yes
- really!
- that sound interesting
- good
- great.
- that sound exciting

Indirect probing by: nodding head and sustain eye contact with the participants
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